Professional Satellite Services
The help you need to execute complex activities to reach critical milestones in the satellite lifecycle

Enable Full Satellite Lifecycle Operations with
Professional Satellite Services from Intelsat
To launch a successful satellite program, you need a partner who can confidently execute complex
activities to reach critical milestones in the satellite lifecycle. The ideal satellite operations partner
can offer experience and expertise to reduce risk and accelerate the growth of your business.
Intelsat Professional Satellite Services is that partner.

Our Team of Satellite Experts Are Here to Help
For over 50 years, Intelsat has enabled the delivery of essential satellite services and applications
for commercial and government customers around the world. Intelsat’s Professional Satellite Services
group delivers essential space and ground services and can manage a commercial or government
customer’s satellite program from design and construction, through launch, transfer orbit, in-orbit
testing, and all other operational phases to end of life including deorbit.

Over 200 GEO spacecraft
designed, procured, and
delivered by Intelsat to provide
essential satellite services

Provide in-orbit operations
for more than 75 satellites
owned by Intelsat and
third-party customers

Our network connects more
than 550 ground antennas
at 30 global locations

Leverage Intelsat’s Expertise
Our end-to-end management solution covers all the bases, so new operators and service provider
organizations can focus on what they do best: serving their customers.

Satellite Consulting and Program Management
You have the experts on your side from day one. Our seasoned monitoring service providers ensure
higher product reliability, lower risk of failures, and the maximization of your satellite’s service life.

In addition, our satellite service experts take on:


Early definition of satellite requirements



RFP generation and evaluation



Technical exhibit reviews and negotiation



Regulatory coordination



Satellite construction oversight and management



Launch services and operational acceptance management

Once the needs are defined and the regulations are met, our team oversees and manages
construction, launch services, and operational acceptance.

Satellite Operations and Transfer Orbit Support Services (TOSS)
From the time your satellite leaves the rocket, you want to ensure the best and most secure
navigational path is achieved to get the satellite to its final geostationary orbital location. We offer
engineering, operations and ground infrastructure support to manage the transfer orbit process
for you. Whether you want to lease a single antenna or a complete global transfer orbit network
solution, Intelsat has the engineering support, operations know-how, and ground stations to make
it happen. In fact, we have the ability to support up to six simultaneous TOSS missions at the same
time. Thanks to our highly skilled and experienced staff and extensive globally dispersed ground
resources, we deliver a safe navigational path with reliable and efficient services, and lower setup
costs for your business.

Services Available:

Features:



Site determination



Coverage across the entire equatorial arc



Rehearsal planning and execution





Antenna licensing

Full performance C-, Ku-, Ku BSS-,
Ka- and S-band antennas



Hindrance coordination



Multiple antennas in each region



24/7 network monitoring



Robust infrastructure with multimission capability



Operational management of supporting
sites from launch to TOSS completion



Common data and voice communications
network at all sites



24/7 redundant and diverse communication links



Simple customer interface to the entire
TT&C network via a single connection to
the TOSS network hub

Intelsat TT&C and TOSS Ground Network Facilities
Typical Antenna Specifications
C-band Full
Performance Antennas

Ku-band Full
Performance Antennas

Ka-band Full
Performance Antennas

S- and L-band Full
Performance Antennas

– 9-32m diameter

– 11-14m diameter

– 8m-13.2m diameter

– 7.3m diameter

– Tx: 5850-6725 MHz
Rx: 3400-4200 MHz

– Tx: 12750-14500 MHz
17300-18100 MHz
Rx: 10700-12750 MHz

– Tx: 27500-31000 MHz
Rx: 17700-21200 MHz

– Tx: 2025-2120 MHz
1755-1850 MHz
Rx: 2200-2300 MHz

– Polarization: Circular
and Linear
– G/T: 31-41 dB/K
– Tracking: Monopulse
and Programmable
– BBUs: Cortex

– Polarization: Circular
and Linear
– G/T: >35-41.9 dB/K
– Tracking: Monopulse
and Programmable
– BBUs: Cortex

– Polarization: Circular
and Linear

– Polarization: Circular

– G/T: >39-42 dB/K

– G/T: >19.6 dB/K

– Tracking: Monopulse
and Programmable

– Tracking: Monopulse
and Programmable

– BBUs: Cortex

– BBUs: Cortex and
Amergent (with USB
and SGLS capability)

Payload In-Orbit Testing (PIOT) Services
Intelsat’s in-orbit testing services are conducted by experienced engineers who understand the
importance of bringing new satellites into service as quickly and efficiently as possible. Our testing
philosophy and commitment to excellence results in shortened test time, less travel, and an
increased accuracy of results.

Intelsat IOT Network and Systems:


In-orbit test system prepositioned around the world at key Intelsat facilities
- Equipment already configured and tested
- C-, Ku-, Ku BSS- and Ka-bands



Transportable in-orbit test systems can easily be shipped and installed at an Intelsat
or customer designated facility



Single or simultaneous multi-site IOT testing capabilities



All IOT prepositioned systems are connected to our Atlanta hub and are remotely accessible

Intelsat IOT Services:


IOT slot identification



Regulatory coordination



Lease of IOT antenna and equipment



Generation and execution of test plan

IOT Testing Activities:


Generation of testing schedule (Test Plan),
rehearsal, execution, and IOT test reporting



Payload anomaly investigations



Management of IOT network resources



Our testing philosophy and commitment to
excellence results in shortened test time, less
travel, and an increased accuracy of results

Satellite Flight Operations and Tracking, Telemetry
and Command (TT&C) Services
With 50+ years of experience flying and operating over 200 satellites with 13 different BUSes from
7 different satellite manufactures Intelsat assures the highest level of service and reliability for
your commercial and government applications. Our highly experienced Satellite Operations and
Engineering team will create an orbit and maneuver plan to optimize coverage. They will offer
continuous satellite operations, monitoring and control with a focus on satellite health management
and performance, payload management, and reconfiguration. Our Satellite Operations and Engineering
solutions are flexible and compatible with GEO and other orbiting spacecraft (LEO, MEO, etc.).

Services:


Continuous satellite monitoring and control from redundant and geographically diverse Satellite
Operations Centers (SOC) in McLean, Virginia, and Long Beach, California



Orbit determination, maneuver planning, propellant management, and end-of-life prediction



Satellite health management, performance trending, anomaly resolution, payload management,
and reconfiguration



Hinder coordination



Oversight of ground control system implementation



Flexible solutions for GEO and other orbiting spacecraft (LEO, MEO, etc.)
– Primary or back up on-orbit operations
– Short-term or early on-orbit operations
– Lease of worldwide TT&C assets



Training programs for satellite operations



Unique and highly reliable operations and engineering tools created by integrating third-party and
in-house ground control software products to produce one of the most automated satellite flight
and operations control systems in the industry.

From the ground to LEO, MEO, GEO and everything in between,
we have a solution for your spacecraft operational requirements

Ground Services
Building, supporting, and maintaining the infrastructure to support a satellite program can be a major
hurdle for most businesses. Intelsat Ground Services provides a single source for satellite and terrestrial
ground infrastructure ‘as a service’ to help reduce the complexity, risk, cost, and responsibility of
private infrastructure. By partnering with Intelsat, an organization can focus on how their core
products and services impact their customers – and leave it up to us to manage and maintain the
hardware or transport systems required to deliver them.

Services:


Ground Antenna Systems or Teleports
– System design and engineering consulting services
– Project management
– Teleport optimizations, consolidations, relocations
– Procurement, shipment and customs management., installation, test, and acceptance



Co-location of customer-owned antenna systems or other service-related equipment at
an Intelsat teleport or POP



End-to-end operational monitoring and maintenance



Ground station regulatory consulting



Terrestrial network and internet connectivity between you, your customers and your
satellite related ground systems or teleports

Customized solutions to support:

Performance

Scale

Disaster
Recovery

Security
Protocols

Licensing
Requirements
and Regulatory
Compliance

Transfer Orbit Support Services (TOSS) and Tracking, Telemetry and
Command (TT&C) Stations

Allan Park, Canada
Castle Rock, USA

Ku and Ka-band TT&C

Ku-band IOT, TT&C

Fillmore, USA
C and Ka-band IOT, TT&C

Ku and Ka-band TT&C

C and Ku-band TT&C

C-band IOT, TT&C

Riverside, USA

Weilheim, Germany

Carpentersvile, USA

Fucino, Italy

C and Ku-band IOT, TT&C

Mountainside, USA
Atlanta, USA

C and Ku-band IOT, TT&C

Ku-band IOT, TT&C

Kumsan, S. Korea

Tel Aviv, Israel

C and Ku-band IOT, TT&C

Ku-band IOT, TT&C

Paumalu, USA

Hassan, India

Ku and S-band IOT, TT&C

C, Ku and Ka-band TT&C

Gnangara, Australia

Ku-band TT&C

Pretoria, South Africa
Benavidez, Argentina
Intelsat facilities
Partner facilities

Ku-band IOT, TT&C

C, Ku and Ka-band IOT, TT&C

Mingenew, Australia

Uralla, Australia

C-band, TT&C

Dongara, Australia
Ka-band TT&C

C and Ku-band TT&C

Belrose, Australia
Ku-band TT&C

About Intelsat

Professional Satellite Services Team

As the foundational architects of satellite technology, Intelsat
operates the largest, most advanced satellite fleet and connectivity
infrastructure in the world. We apply our unparalleled expertise
and global scale to reliably and seamlessly connect people, devices
and networks in even the most challenging and remote locations.
Transformation happens when businesses, governments and
communities build a ubiquitous connected future through Intelsat’s
next-generation global network and simplified managed services.

Claudia Diamante
Senior Manager
+1 703-559-8873
claudia.diamante@intelsat.com

At Intelsat, we turn possibilities into reality. Imagine Here, with us,
at Intelsat.com.

Tom Schaller
Senior Product Manager
+1 404-381-2054
tom.schaller@intelsat.com
Todd Sipos
Senior Product Manager
+1 404-381-2361
william.sipos@intelsat.com
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